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B1. UNIT 5. – SENSES 
 

 

Vocabulary:  

 Senses. 

 Colour idioms. 

Grammar: 

 Infinitive of purpose; so that. 
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5.1. Match the word to the picture. 

sight hearing taste smell touch 
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5.2. Select the correct answer. 

1. What’s that noise? Can you _____________to it? 

☐ hear  ☐ listen 

 

2. This fabric _____________ so soft. 

☐ touches ☐ feels 

 

3. Do you _____________ that woman over there? 

☐ see  ☐ look 

 

4. This milk _____________ a bit odd. 

☐ hears  ☐ smells 

 

5. Try the sandwiches. They _____________ delicious. 

☐ feel  ☐ taste 
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5.3. Select the correct answer. 

Read some interesting facts about senses and animals. Choose the correct 

word in each sentence.  

1. Bears have the best sense of _____________. 

☐ smell  ☐ smelling 

 

2. Owls have the best sense of _____________. 

☐ hear  ☐ hearing 

 

3. Files and butterflies can _____________ with their feet. 

☐ taste  ☐ flavour 

 

4. Moles have the best sense of _____________ in their nose. 

☐ touch  ☐ touching 

 

5. Some jellyfish have 24 _____________. 

☐ eyes  ☐ sight 

 

6. Crickets have _____________ on their legs. 

☐ ears  ☐ hearing 

 

7. Chameleons have 360-degree vision and can _____________ in two 

directions. 

☐ see  ☐ watch 

 

8. Snakes smell with their _____________. 

☐ tongue  ☐ taste 
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5.4. Grammar. Infinitive of purpose; so that. 

When we want to describe the purpose of something and say why we do 

something we use: 

‐ to-infinitive: I went to the airport to meet my parents. (in order to is usually 

used in more formal language)  

‐ so that (especially with can/could, or when the purpose is negative): I’ll 

give you my phone number so that you can contact me. Let’s leave 10 

minutes earlier so that we don’t miss the train.  

5.5. Match the word to the blank space. 

to buy to study to send to travel to keep 

 

1. She’s saving money ________________ around the world. 

2. I’m going to London ________________________ English. 

3. He went to the post office ___________________ a parcel. 

4. They went to the supermarket ______________ some food. 

5. She goes to the gym ____________________________ fit. 
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5.6. Match the expression to the blank space. 

we are not late you can’t contact me 

he doesn’t get wet she’s not disturbed 

you can come in  

 

1. We need to hurry so that ______________________. 

2. Here’s my email so that _______________________. 

3. She switched off her phone so that ______________. 

4. He took his raincoat so that ____________________. 

5. I left the door unlocked so that __________________. 

 

5.7. Select the correct answer using to – infinitive. 

Example:  

‐ Jane studies hard because she wants to pass her exams. 

☒ Jane studies hard to pass her exams. 

1. Simon works really hard because he wants to get a promotion. 

☐ Simon works really hard to get a promotion. 

☐ Simon is working hard for get a promotion. 
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2. Lisa went to the bank yesterday because she wanted to close her 

account. 

☐ Lisa closed her account yesterday at the bank. 

☐ Lisa went to the bank yesterday to close her account. 

 

3. Sarah called the doctor’s office because she wanted to make an 

appointment. 

☐ Sarah called the doctor’s office to make an appointment. 

☐ Sarah is calling the doctor’s office for making an appointment. 

 

4. Paul drinks a lot of water because he wants to be healthy. 

☐ Paul drinks a lot of water to be healthy. 

☐ To have healthy Paul is drinking a lot of water. 

 

5. Mary bought a dog because she wanted to make her children happy. 

☐ Mary bought a dog to make her children happy. 

☐ Mary a dog bought to make happy her children. 
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5.8. Select the correct answer using so that. 

Example:  

‐ She has finished a computer course because she wants to find a better 

job. 

☒ She has finished a computer course so that she can find a better job. 

1. I’m learning English because I want to travel more. 

☐ I’m learning English so that I can travel more. 

☐ I travel more so that I can learn English. 

 

2. James has drunk a lot of coffee because he doesn’t want to fall asleep. 

☐ James drinks a lot of coffee so that he can fall asleep. 

☐ James has drunk a lot of coffee so that he doesn’t fall asleep. 

 

3. Martha has bought a new pair of trainers because she wants to go jogging 

every morning. 

☐ Martha so that she every morning can jog has bought a new pair of 

trainers. 

☐ Martha has bought a new pair of trainers so that she can go jogging 

every morning. 

 

4. We should leave early because we don’t want to miss the bus. 

☐ We should leave early so that we don’t miss the bus. 

☐ We should not miss the bus so that we should leave early.  
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5.9. Vocabulary. Colour idioms. 

Idioms are groups of words that have a special meaning, different from the 

meaning of each separate word. 

IDIOMS MEANING 

Out of the blue Unexpectedly 

Green with envy Very jealous 

Caught red-handed To be caught committing a crime 

Black sheep A person who is an embarrassment to a family/group 

Once in a blue moon Very rarely 

White lie A harmless lie 

With flying colours With great success 

Feel blue Feel sad or depressed 

White elephant Something completely useless 

Paint the town red Go out and have a good time 
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5.10. Match the idioms to the blank space. Using the idioms from the 

previous table. 

Black sheep Green with 

envy 

White lie Out of the 

blue 

Feel blue 

Caught red-

handed 

Once in a 

blue moon 

With flying 

colours 

White 

elephant 

Paint the 

town red 

 

1. We are going out tonight, and we are going to __________________. 

2. Nobody likes Mark. He’s the __________________ of our family. 

3. Michael appeared __________________. I haven’t seen him for years. 

4. My daughter visits me __________________. I wish she came round 

more often. 

5. Sarah is so jealous. When she heard about my promotion she was 

__________________. 

6. Paul was constantly stealing from the office and was 

__________________. 

7. I told a __________________ yesterday. I called in sick even though I 

wasn’t. 

8. She was so happy. She passed her exam __________________. 

9. The new slow cooker that we bought is just another 

_________________ which we don’t need. 

10. Sometimes I __________________ for no reason at all. 
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5.1. Match the word to the picture. 

sight hearing taste smell touch 

 

 
 

 

sight 
 

touch 

 
 

 

hearing 
 

smell 

 
 

taste 
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5.2. Select the correct answer. 

1. What’s that noise? Can you _____________it? 

☒ hear  ☐ listen to 

 

2. This fabric _____________ so soft. 

☐ touches ☒ feels 

 

3. Do you _____________ that woman over there? 

☒ see  ☐ look 

 

4. This milk _____________ a bit odd. 

☐ hears  ☒ smells 

 

5. Try the sandwiches. They _____________ delicious. 

☐ feel  ☒ taste 
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5.3. Select the correct answer. 

Read some interesting facts about senses and animals. Choose the correct 

word in each sentence. 

1. Bears have the best sense of _____________. 

☒ smell  ☐ smelling 

 

2. Owls have the best sense of _____________. 

☐ hear  ☒ hearing 

 

3. Files and butterflies can _____________ with their feet. 

☒ taste  ☐ flavour 

 

4. Moles have the best sense of _____________ in their nose. 

☒ touch  ☐ touching 

 

5. Some jellyfish have 24 _____________. 

☒ eyes  ☐ sight 

 

6. Crickets have _____________ on their legs. 

☒ ears  ☐ hearing 

 

7. Chameleons have 360-degree vision and can _____________ in two 

directions. 

☒ see  ☐ watch 

 

8. Snakes smell with their _____________. 

☒ tongue  ☐ taste 
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5.5. Match the word to the blank space. 

to buy to study to send to travel to keep 

 

1. She’s saving money ___to travel___ around the world. 

2. I’m going to London ____   to study_________ English. 

3. He went to the post office ____to send_______ a parcel. 

4. They went to the supermarket ____to buy___ some food. 

5. She goes to the gym ____         to keep__ _________ fit. 

5.6. Match the expression to the blank space. 

we are not late you can’t contact me 

he doesn’t get wet she’s not disturbed 

you can come in  

 

1. We need to hurry so that ___we are not late ___. 

2. Here’s my email so that _you can contact me__. 

3. She switched off her phone so that _she’s not disturbed__. 

4. He took his raincoat so that _he doesn’t get wet_. 

5. I left the door unlocked so that _you can come in__. 
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5.7. Select the correct answer using to – infinitive. 

Example:  

‐ Jane studies hard because she wants to pass her exams. 

☒ Jane studies hard to pass her exams. 

1. Simon works really hard because he wants to get a promotion. 

☒ Simon works really hard to get a promotion. 

☐ Simon is working hard for get a promotion. 

 

2. Lisa went to the bank yesterday because she wanted to close her 

account. 

☐ Lisa closed her account yesterday at the bank. 

☒ Lisa went to the bank yesterday to close her account. 

 

3. Sarah called the doctor’s office because she wanted to make an 

appointment. 

☒ Sarah called the doctor’s office to make an appointment. 

☐ Sarah is calling the doctor’s office for making an appointment. 
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4. Paul drinks a lot of water because he wants to be healthy. 

☒ Paul drinks a lot of water to be healthy. 

☐ To have healthy Paul is drinking a lot of water. 

 

5. Mary bought a dog because she wanted to make her children happy. 

☒ Mary bought a dog to make her children happy. 

☐ Mary a dog bought to make happy her children. 
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5.8. Select the correct answer using so that. 

Example:  

‐ She has finished a computer course because she wants to find a better 

job. 

☒ She has finished a computer course so that she can find a better job. 

1. I’m learning English because I want to travel more. 

☐ I’m learning English so that I can travel more. 

☐ I travel more so that I can learn English. 

 

2. James has drunk a lot of coffee because he doesn’t want to fall asleep. 

☐ James drinks a lot of coffee so that he can fall asleep. 

☒ James has drunk a lot of coffee so that he doesn’t fall asleep. 

 

3. Martha has bought a new pair of trainers because she wants to go jogging 

every morning. 

☐ Martha so that she every morning can jog has bought a new pair of 

trainers. 

☒ Martha has bought a new pair of trainers so that she can go jogging 

every morning. 

 

4. We should leave early because we don’t want to miss the bus. 

☒ We should leave early so that we don’t miss the bus. 

☐ We should not miss the bus so that we should leave early.  
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5.10. Match the idioms to the blank space. Using the idioms from the 

previous table. 

Black sheep Green with 

envy 

White lie Out of the 

blue 

Feel blue 

Caught red-

handed 

Once in a 

blue moon 

With flying 

colours 

White 

elephant 

Paint the 

town red 

 

1. We are going out tonight, and we are going to _paint the town red_. 

2. Nobody likes Mark. He’s the _  black sheep__ of our family. 

3. Michael appeared __out ot the blue_ _. I haven’t seen him for years. 

4. My daughter visits me ___once in a blue moon___. I wish she came 

round more often. 

5. Sarah is so jealous. When she heard about my promotion she was 

___green with envy___. 

6. Paul was constantly stealing from the office and was ___caught red-

handed___. 

7. I told a ___white lie___ yesterday. I called in sick even though I wasn’t. 

8. She was so happy. She passed her exam ___with flying colours___. 

9. The new slow cooker that we bought is just another ___white 

elephant___ which we don’t need. 

10. Sometimes I ___feel blue___ for no reason at all. 


